Taking a = 0, we have that V/eF, 3/?e.D such that p ^/ a n d so / e D , which shows that F £ £>. Again, taking a -1, we have that V/eF, 3 ^e/such that/' ^ # and this implies that F' £ /. In summary then, i) = F and / = F'; whence Z) = / ' .
The converse has been established by Atherton [1] 
who showed that, if this condition is satisfied, then T[I: D] = T[D].
A property & of a topology on a Boolean algebra is said to be productive if and only if the product of any family of Boolean algebras, each being endowed with a topology possessing the property 9>, also possesses SP. THEOREM 
The property of being a T[I: D] topology is productive.

Proof. Suppose that {{38 a ; T[I a : ^D J C S A is an arbitrary family of Boolean algebras each endowed with a T[I: D]
topology. Let D be the subset of the direct product 38 of the 3S a 's consisting of all functions fe3$ with the property that/(a) = l a , Vote A, except when a is in some finite subset {a 1( oc 2 ,..., «"} of A, in which case/(a,)e/) ai . Similarly, let / be the subset of 38 consisting of all functions fe3S with the property that/(a) = 0 a , Vae A, except when a is in some finite subset {a^ a 2 ,..., a n } of A, in which case/(a,)e/ ai . Then it is easily shown that D is a dual ideal and / an ideal of 38, and we prove that the product topology n T [I a 
and so it follows that d{a, b)q ^p,VpeD,VqeI.
Whence The preceding theorem characterizes principal dual ideals of a Boolean algebra 38 in terms of a property of the associated auto-topologies, while Corollary 2.2. may be regarded as a characterization of dense dual ideals of @. The following theorem characterizes, in the same way, the maximal dual ideals of 38.
• THEOREM 2.7. 
If T[D] is an auto-topology on 38, induced by the dual ideal D, then D is maximal if and only if(B; T[D]} is non-discrete and, for allaeSS, either a* or
is a principal ideal of SB generated by m, say. But an ideal in ^ is prime if and only if it is maximal and so it follows that m is a maximal element in SS. Furthermore, since the complement of a maximal element in SS is an atom, we have shown that VpeD {p # 1), 3 an atom Let a p be the join of all atoms contained in/?', which exists since SB is complete; we show that/)' = a p . For, if/>' > a p > 0, let x be the relative complement of a p in the Boolean interval [0, />'], so that 0 < x < p' and a p A X = 0. Then p < x', which implies that x'eD and x' ¥= 1. Therefore 3 an atom 6 ^ x" = x, whence b </?', so that b is an atom contained in p', which implies that b ^ a p . Then 0 < 6 ^ O P AX = 0, so that b = 0, giving a contradiction. Hence V/7 e D, /?' is the join of all atoms it contains. Now we show that every element of SB contains 
